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ABSTRACT

We generalize the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm with a stack of neural
network layers, and evaluate its ability to sample from different topologies in a two-
dimensional lattice gauge theory. We demonstrate that our model is able to success-
fully mix between modes of different topologies, significantly reducing the compu-
tational cost required to generate independent gauge field configurations. Our imple-
mentation is available at https://github.com/saforem2/l2hmc-qcd.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Lévy et al. (2017), the authors propose the Learning to Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (L2HMC)
algorithm, and demonstrate its ability to outperform traditional Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) on
a variety of target distributions. They show that the trained L2HMC sampler is capable of mixing
between modes by exploring regions of phase space which are inaccessible with traditional HMC.
In this paper, we propose a generalized sampler using a deep neural network that is self-trained
to propose new Markov Chain states, which is made exact with the help of Metropolis-Hastings
(Hastings, 1970) algorithm. We target our Deep Learning Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (DLHMC)
algorithm to simulating lattice gauge theories, where state-of-the-art simulations have billions of
degrees of freedom and run on supercomputers with thousands of nodes, yet suffer an exponential
slowdown when approaching continuum physics (Schaefer et al., 2009; Cossu et al., 2017).

2 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

We propose the DLHMC algorithm as a generalized HMC algorithm, using a stack of distinct neural
network layers replacing consecutive leapfrog steps. Each distinct neural network layer, carrying
a discrete index k = 0, 1, . . . , NLF − 1 for NLF leapfrog layers, performs the augmented leapfrog
equations (Equation 1 and Equation 2), which are parametrized by different neural networks.

We apply the proposed method to a 2-dimensional U(1) lattice gauge theory defined on a square
lattice with periodic boundary conditions. We specifically designed a loss function for our physical
system, encouraging the tunneling of topological properties. We see a significant reduction in
the computational cost using DLHMC, as measured by the integrated autocorrelation time of the
topological charge. We compare our results to traditional HMC across a variety of trajectory lengths
and coupling constants, and show that our trained models consistently outperform traditional HMC
(see Figure 3). Models trained on smaller coupling constants, when applied to a larger coupling
constant, require only minimal retraining. We find that the efficiency in tunneling topological sectors
of our trained DLHMC sampler is explained by the behavior of the physical system as it passes
through the deep neural network, see Figure 5a and Figure 5b.

3 RELATED WORK

Recently, there has been a growing interest in applying generative machine learning techniques to
build smarter, more efficient scientific simulations. Following the development of the RealNVP (Dinh
et al., 2017) architecture, there have been many proposed techniques that aim to take advantage of its
invertible structure. In particular, simulations in lattice gauge theory and lattice QCD stand to benefit
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tremendously from this new approach, as evidenced by the rapidly-growing body of work in this
direction ranging from network architectures (Dinh et al., 2017; Favoni et al., 2020; Toth et al., 2020),
generative models (Albergo et al., 2019; 2021; Medvidovic et al., 2020; Boyda et al., 2020; Kanwar
et al., 2020; Wehenkel & Louppe, 2020; Tomiya & Nagai, 2021), and novel MCMC approaches
(Pasarica & Gelman, 2010; Tanaka & Tomiya, 2017; Hoffman et al., 2019; Neklyudov & Welling,
2020; Neklyudov et al., 2020; Rezende et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021)

4 DLHMC ALGORITHM

We provide a review of the generic Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm and set up some
of the relevant notation in Section A.1. For simulating a system, x, using a theoretically given
probability density p(x) with likely intractable normalization, we augment the Markov chain state as
ξ = (x, v, d) with target distribution p(ξ) = p(x, v, d) = p(x)p(v)p(d). The conjugate momentum v
typically used in HMC algorithms has a known and easy to sample distribution. The binary direction
variable, as introduced in L2HMC (Lévy et al., 2017), d ∈ U(+,−), denoting the “direction”
(forward/backward) of our update.

DLHMC further generalizes the leapfrog steps in L2HMC using individual neural networks, col-
lectively parameterized by weights θ. Each leapfrog step in DLHMC is a layer of the deep neural
network that transforms the input ξk = (xk, vk, dk), for the k-th layer, to output (x′′k , v

′′
k , dk), where

dk stays constant choosing either the forward or backward leapfrog layer. Subsequently the k + 1-th
layer uses ξk+1 = (x′′k , v

′′
k , dk) as its input. For simplicity, we consider the forward d = +1 direction,

and introduce the notation:
v′k ≡ Γ+

k (vk; ζvk) = vk � exp
(
εkv
2 s

k
v(ζvk)

)
− εkv

2

[
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]
, (1)

x′k ≡ Λ+(xk; ζxk) = xk � exp
(
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)
+ εkx

[
v′k � exp

(
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)
+ tkx(ζxk)

]
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where: (1.) ζvk = (xk, ∂xS(xk)) and ζxk = (m̄k � xk, vk), ζx′
k

= (mk � x′k, v′k) denote the (x,
v respectively) networks’ inputs1, where � denotes element-wise multiplication; (2.) we indicate
the direction of the update by the superscript ± on Γ±k ,Λ

±
k ; (3.) k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , NLF − 1} denotes

the current leapfrog step along the trajectory. We include in Figure 1 an illustration of the network
architecture of the k-th leapfrog layer used for the updates in Equation 1 and Equation 2.

leapfrog layer

input output

Figure 1: Illustration of the network architecture used in Equation 1 and Equation 2.

Using this notation, we can write a complete leapfrog update (in the forward d = +1 direction)2 as:
1The v network is independent of the variables being updated, the x network will be made independent with

the mask mk.
2To obtain the expression for the reverse direction, we can invert each of the Γ− ≡

(
Γ+
)−1

,Λ− ≡
(
Λ+
)−1

functions, and perform the updates in the opposite order.
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1. Half-step momentum update: v′k = Γ+
k (vk; ζvk)

2. Full-step half-position update:3 x′k = m̄k � xk +mk � Λ+
k (xk; ζxk)

3. Full-step half-position update: x′′k = m̄k � Λ+
k (x′k; ζx′

k
) +mk � x′k

4. Half-step momentum update: v′′k = Γ+
k (v′k; ζv′k)

Collectively, we refer to this series of updates as a single leapfrog layer, which performs a single
update ξ → ξ′. Note that in order to keep our update reversible, we’ve split the x update into two
sub-updates by introducing a binary mask m̄k = 1−mk that updates half of the components of x
sequentially.

As in HMC, we form a complete trajectory by performing NLF leapfrog steps in sequence, followed
by a Metropolis-Hastings accept/reject step as described in Equation 7. However, unlike in the
expression for HMC, we must take into account the overall Jacobian factor from the update ξ → ξ′,
which can be easily computed as

∣∣∣∂v
′′
k

∂vk

∣∣∣ = exp
(
1
2ε
k
vs
k
v(ζvk)

)
,
∣∣∣∂x

′′
k

∂xk

∣∣∣ = exp
(
εkxs

k
x(ζxk)

)
. where we

keep the Jacobian factor for individual degree of freedom tractable.

5 U(1) LATTICE GAUGE THEORY

xµ(n)

x⌫(n + µ̂)

�xµ(n + ⌫̂)

�x⌫(n)

n

Figure 2: Plaquette

Lattice gauge theory is one formulation of quantum field theories with
gauge fields, eg. Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD). It is the predominant method that can be com-
puted numerically, and widely used for simulating subatomic particles
and nuclei. Here we describe the U(1) gauge (QED), and apply our
DLHMC in 2 dimensional systems. Let Uµ(n) = eixµ(n) ∈ U(1), with
xµ(n) ∈ [−π, π] denote the link variables, where xµ(n) is the link ori-
ented in the µ̂-direction located at the site n. We can write our target
distribution in terms of the Wilson action Sβ(x) as

pt(x) =
1

Z
e−γtSβ(x), with Sβ(x) = β

∑

P

1− cos(xP ) (3)

where Z is the intractable normalization; γt is a scaling factor (‖γt‖ ≤ 1) slowly annealed during
training (Section B); xP ≡ xµ(n) + xν(n + µ̂) − xµ(n + ν̂) − xν(n) is a combination of link
variables around the 1 × 1 elementary plaquette, shown in Figure 2; and the sum is over all such
plaquettes on the lattice. Here, β = 2/g20 is a coupling constant and β →∞ recovers the continuum
limit of the theory.

Physically, each lattice configuration has its topological charge, QZ ∈ Z, defined as

QZ(x) ≡ 1

2π

∑

P

bxP c , where bxP c = xP − 2π

⌊
xP + π

2π

⌋
. (4)

Current methods are severely limited in their ability to mix between different topologies, a phe-
nomenon known as topological freezing, when simulation approaches the continuum limit. For
this reason, we wish to construct a loss function that encourages our sampler to explore different
topological sectors. In order to do so, we introduce a continuous version of the topological charge,
QR ∈ R, by replacing the projection in Equation 4 to give:

QR ≡
1

2π

∑

P

sin(xP ). (5)

This quantity has the advantage of being continuously differentiable, which is important for training
the deep neural network. Our loss function is then defined as

L(θ) = Ept(ξ)[−δ(ξ′, ξ)A(ξ′|ξ) ] (6)

where δ(ξ′, ξ) ≡ (QR(x′)−QR(x))
2 andA(ξ′|ξ) is given in Equation 7. In practice we approximate

the exact loss function with a sample over a batch of MC configurations.
3By this we mean we are performing a complete update on one-half of the indices of x (determined by

mk � x), followed by an analogous update of the complementary indices, m̄k � x.
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6 RESULTS

We apply our DLHMC algorithm with the training procedure in Section C and the annealing schedule
from Section B to the 2D U(1) gauge theory with parameters gradually approaching the continuum
limit. We then run inference to generate the Markov chain using the trained model and compare its
efficiency with HMC. We trained our models using Horovod (Sergeev & Balso, 2018) with TensorFlow
(Abadi et al., 2016) on the ThetaGPU supercomputer at the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility.
A typical training run on 1 node (8× NVIDIA A100 GPUs) using a batch size M = 2048, hidden
layer shapes = [256, 256, 256] for each of the NLF = 10 leapfrog layers, on a 16 × 16 lattice, for
5× 105 training steps takes roughly 24 hours to complete.
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F
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t

HMC (avg)
Trained (avg)

Figure 3: Estimate of the integrated auto-
correlation time τQR

int vs β, scaled by NLF

to account for simulation cost.

To measure the improvement of our model, we evaluate
the integrated autocorrelation time of the topological
charge, τQR

int , which can be interpreted roughly as the
number of trajectories needed (on average) before an
independent sample is drawn. In order to more ac-
curately capture the computational effort between the
two approaches we scale our estimate of the integrated
autocorrelation time by the number of leapfrog steps
as NLFτ

QR
int . We can see in Figure 3, that the trained

model consistently outperforms generic HMC across
β = 2, 3, . . . , 7 and for the largest lattice coupling stud-
ied, β = 7, standard HMC would take about one hun-
dred times more updates to generate an independent
configuration as DLHMC. To ensure the validity of
our results, each trained run was compared to multiple
HMC runs across a range of NLF and ε values. We see
in Figure 4 that HMC remains stuck at a particular value
of QZ for large sections of the simulation, whereas the
trained sampler rapidly jumps between values. In order to better understand the mechanism driving
this improved behavior, we evaluate different quantities of the system during its passing through
the NLF leapfrog layers. Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the distribution over batches of the average
plaquette value and the modified energy of the Markov state, during the transformation via NLF = 10
leapfrog layers. Our sampler artificially increased the energy density of the physical system during the
first half of the trajectory before returning back to its original physical value. This is not a prescribed
behavior, but self-learned during the training. We believe that this ability to vary the energy during
the trajectory helps the sampler to overcome energy barriers between topological sectors whereas
HMC remains stuck. As can be seen in Figure 5c, the continuous topological charge exhibits mixing
behavior at the middle of the deep neural network.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
MC Step ×105

−2.5
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Figure 4: Topological charge QZ vs MC step for both HMC (black) and the trained model (blue).

7 DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

We propose DLHMC as an efficient algorithm for MCMC, and observed a dramatic improvement in
simulating 2D U(1) gauge theory. Being able to efficiently tunnel topological sectors is a significant
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Figure 5: Plots showing how various quantities of interest are transformed as they’re passed through
each of the leapfrog layers in the generalized leapfrog update.

first step toward efficient simulating lattice gauge theories describing our universe. We plan to
continue developing this approach with the goal of eventually scaling up to the 4D SU(3) gauge
theory of QCD.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 HAMILTONIAN MONTE CARLO (HMC)

The Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm is a widely used technique that allows us to sample from an
analytically known target distribution p(x) by constructing a chain of states {x(0), x(1), . . . , x(n)},
such that x(n) ∼ p(x) in the limit n→∞. For our purposes, we assume that our target distribution
can be expressed as a Boltzmann distribution, p(x) = 1

Z e
−S(x) ∝ e−S(x), where S(x) is the

action of our theory, and Z is a normalization factor (the partition function). In this case, HMC
begins by augmenting the state space with a fictitious momentum variable v, normally distributed
independently of x, i.e. v ∼ N (0,1). Our joint distribution can then be written as p(x, v) =

p(x)p(v) ∝ e−S(x)e− 1
2v
T v = e−H(x,v), whereH(x, v) is the Hamiltonian of the joint (x, v) system.

This system obeys Hamilton’s equations: ẋ = ∂H
∂v , v̇ = −∂H∂x , which can be numerically integrated

along iso-probability contours ofH = const.. Explicitly, for a step size ε and initial state ξ = (x, v),
the leapfrog integrator generates a proposal configuration ξ′ ≡ (x′, v′) by performing the following
series of updates:

1. Half-step momentum update: v1/2 ≡ v
(
t+ ε

2

)
= v − ε

2∂xS(x)

2. Full-step position update: x′ ≡ x(t+ ε) = x+ εv1/2
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3. Half-step momentum update: v′ ≡ v(t+ ε) = v1/2 − ε
2∂xS(x′)

We can then construct a complete trajectory of length λ = εNLF by performingNLF leapfrog steps in
sequence. At the end of our trajectory, we either accept or reject the proposal configuration according
to the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance criteria,

xi+1 =

{
x′ with probability A(ξ′|ξ)
x with probability (1−A(ξ′|ξ)), and A(ξ′|ξ) = min

{
1, p(ξ

′)
p(ξ)

∣∣∣ ∂ξ
′

∂ξT

∣∣∣
}
.

(7)

The leapfrog integrator is symplectic, so the Jacobian factor reduces to
∣∣∣ ∂ξ

′

∂ξT

∣∣∣ = 1.

B ANNEALING SCHEDULE

To help our sampler overcome the large energy barriers between isolated modes, we introduce an
annealing schedule during the training phase (N training steps) {γt}Nt=0 = {γ0, γ1, . . . , γN−1, γN},
where γ0 < γ1 < · · · < γN ≡ 1, γt+1 − γt � 1. We are free to vary γ during the initial training
phase as long as we recover the true distribution with γ ≡ 1 at the end of training and evaluate our
trained model without this factor. Explicitly, for γt < 1 this rescaling factor helps to reduce the
height of the energy barriers, making it easier for our sampler to explore previously inaccessible
regions of the phase space. In terms of this additional annealing schedule, our target distribution
picks up an additional index t to represent our progress through the training phase, which can be
written explicitly as

pt(x) ∝ e−γtS(x), for t = 0, 1, . . . , N (8)

C TRAINING ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1: Training procedure
input :

1. Loss function, Lθ(ξ′, ξ, A(ξ′|ξ))
2. Batch of initial states, x

3. Learning rate schedule, {αt}Ntrain

t=0

4. Annealing schedule, {γt}Ntrain

t=0

5. Target distribution, pt(x) ∝ e−γtSβ(x)
Initialize weights θ
for 0 ≤ t < Ntrain :

resample v ∼ N (0,1)
resample d ∼ U(+,−)
construct ξ0 ≡ (x0, v0, d0)
for 0 ≤ k < NLF :

propose (leapfrog layer) ξ′k ← ξk

compute A(ξ′|ξ) = min
{

1, p(ξ
′)

p(ξ)

∣∣∣ ∂ξ
′

∂ξT

∣∣∣
}

update L ← Lθ(ξ′, ξ, A(ξ′|ξ))
backprop θ ← θ − αt∇θL

assign xt+1 ←
{
x′ with probability A(ξ′|ξ)
x with probability (1−A(ξ′|ξ)).
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